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A few people have mentioned they do not like the Choice Pairs event.  I ask why; they either cannot tell 
me a specific reason, or they give a reason that actually does not apply!  So I am going to give you some 
information that will hopefully illustrate why we are scheduling this event more often at our Regional 
tournament. 
 
Complaint: “I do not know how it works”.   Choice Pairs is an event where you have the choice to play in 
any two of the three sessions offered; morning, afternoon and evening.  You cannot play in all three.   
 
Complaint: “What is the difference between Choice Pairs and a side game series?”.  Choice Pairs is 
considered a gold point paying championship event at a regional and the top two pairs in the event will 
be awarded blue, red or silver ribbon qualifications as are appropriate.  The Side game series also pays 
gold points.  But is not a championship event so the winners do not earn ribbon qualifications.  You may 
play in all of the side game series sessions, but only two of three Choice pair sessions. 
 
Complaint: “The section sizes are too small”.  Actually, they are larger than when we hold two session 
events.  Since we accommodate both daytime and evening players, the morning and night sections are 
about the same as a two session event, but the afternoon session is larger. 
 
Complaint: “The Masterpoint awards are smaller”.  They are actually much larger that the two session 
event.  By offering the chance to play in your choice of two of the three sessions, the average Choice Pair 
game gets 7-10 more tables at our regional than a two session event.  We need to enhance the 
masterpoint payoffs for our events to attract players locally and from all across the district and parts 
beyond. 
 
Complaint: “If I play Choice Pairs I cannot play in a third session that day”.  Not true.  You may enter a 
side game during the session of the Choice Pairs in which you are not playing.  However, you may not 
enter another championship event which is running at the same time the Choice Pairs is.    You could 
enter a 2 session morning Swiss, play in the choice pair afternoon and evening and play the next 
morning in the 2nd session of the Swiss.  
 
Complaint:  “The morning session has too many good players”.  Some of us are sharper in the morning 
than at night. 
 
Complaint:  “The afternoon session has too many good players”.  This session is usually the largest and 
the directors do their best to seed the field so that the top players are evenly split between sections and 
directions. 
 
Complaint:  “The evening session has too many good players”.  All I know is that if you play good bridge 
you win and if you play bad, you lose.  It does not matter who you are or who you are playing against.    
 
 



Think about how the Choice Pairs opens itself up to everyone who wants to play in a regional two-
session event.  If you do not want to play at night, this event is for you.  If you want to take a morning off 
for any reason (have to work, want to golf, want to sleep in, whatever), this event is for you.  If you can 
no longer play two sessions back to back, play in the morning, go have a nap and come back refreshed 
for the evening session.  The event accommodates EVERYONE! 
 
Things change all the time.  Twenty years ago we had one knockout at our regional and it was played 
mostly across the mornings.  We had one team game, on the last day.  Everything else was a two session 
pair game without stratification.  That schedule does not work in 2014.  Help us keep up to date by 
letting us know what you want at a tournament.  Sure it would be nice to have huge crowds for all 
games.  That would make our job as tournament organizers easier.   
 
If you have ideas or other questions please leave a comment on this blog or contact myself 
(mrturk@comcast.net) or a unit official. 


